
The Generous Listener

Just like 
learning to 
express 
yourself 
well when 
you speak, 
listening is a 
social skill, 
or even an art 
that can be 
learned.

There is 
“hearing” 

and there is 
“listening.” 

You must be 
there. 

You focus on what you hear.

Engaging the 
sense of “hearing” 

generally means you 
are quiet.

but when you listen to 
someone or something, 
it takes more than being 

quiet on your part. 

Your presence 
is required. 

Hmm... Caithleen 
does have a 

point...

Besides, 
she’s cute.

Valued 

virtues



Stop and check yourself.
What are the sounds you are hearing at this moment? 

Now, when was the last time you feel you listened to 
someone or something? 

What was your body language? How did you react to it? 

How eager were 
you to fully hear 

what you were 
listening to? 

Is there a lot of 
sound or noise 

going on right now? 

You may not even have 
noticed, and you probably 

haven't focused on any of it-
you haven't listened. 

Being “all there and present” when listening to 
something that grabs your attention is easy. However...

Er, Cedric, 
we need to 
discuss this 
report...

I need to 
learn this 

song.

Ha! Ha!



As a generous listener in school, for example, you do your best with the 
time you have in school, you are present with mind and heart. 

y

...the tricky 
thing is when 
you have 
to listen, 
especially 
when the 
reason for 
listening may 
not be to 
your liking. 

That's where 
the social skill 

comes in.

...Embarrassing 
young Caithleen with 

inappropriate remarks...

and that afterwards you will go 
away knowing more than before.

You refuse to let the 
hum-drums enter. 

Sir?

Yes? That’s a 
very astute 
question, 

Cedric.

You expect that your 
curiosity will be rewarded, 

amazing! Where did 
you learn that?

That was so 
interesting.

And you presume that there must be 
something you can gain from that lesson. 



What You can Do: 
Determine to be a generous listener.

Remember...

Listen more, speak less.
Don't interrupt the person 
speaking, assuming you 
already know what they 
are trying to say.

For example, when you discuss something meaningful with your friend, you show you 
care when you let him or her speak without interrupting. 

Generous listening is deep listening.

two ears

one 
mouth

I’m sorry. 
Did ye want 

to say 
something?

Er ... n-no, 
It’s okay. 

keep talking. 

So far, This 
sounds exactly 

like something I’ve 
been through...

Woah, Moira. 
This is 

Traumatic. 

...Then, last night 
they found her 

just...

You are not on edge, just 
waiting for the chance to 
speak your piece.

...But it’s 
not.
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Avoid the... 

What the Bible Says:

Quote:

-Bernhard 
Bargen 

(inventor 
and 

economics 
professor)

1 Samuel 3:10 ESV: And the Lord 
came and stood, calling as at 
other times, “Samuel! Samuel!” 
And Samuel said, “Speak, for your 
servant hears.”

James 1:19 KJV: 
Wherefore, my beloved 
brethren, let every man 
be swift to hear, slow to 
speak, slow to wrath.

Ya, ya, ya, I know 
what you mean... 

You may be in for a surprise.

But Cedric, it was 
not like that at 
all. It was...

Gosh! I had 
no idea.

A good 
listener is 
popular 

everywhere. 

Not only that, 
but after a 

while he knows 
something too!
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